**Associate Software Engineer**

**Description:**
Marvell Israel is searching for outstanding student to a RT embedded developer position within the Packet Processor driver team. The SW team is responsible for the development of driver, command line interface (CLI) scripts for tier1 customers. The development includes development of SW features in driver, commands and scripts, unit test and its integrations. The student position is for a Real Time SW engineer to join the development team. The work is in both low level drivers close to the HW and in application level.

**Qualifications:**

- HW / SW / Computer / Electricity / Networking engineering student
- Knowledge in C programming – must
- Knowledge in Java – advantage
- Knowledge in Networking and Routing / Switching – advantage
- Knowledge in Python, Lua, XML – advantage
- Knowledge with DSL approach - advantage
- Experience in working with Debuggers - advantage
- A team player

**Location:** Petach Tikva

CV’s: maf@marvell.com